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SHANGHAI UPG INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD
YHZB-1000 Automatic Sheet Cardboard Laminating Machine

1. Quotation:
(FOB China)
USD.-/unit

2. Terms of Payment:
30% deposit by T/T when confirming the order
70% balance by T/T before shipping.

3. Description
 YHZB-1000 Automatic Sheet Cardboard Laminating Machine collects

mechanism, electricity photics, hydraulic pressure, pneumatic power all
the main technologies together, which is the leading style in the domestic
market.

 One strong force air draft perforation belt paper guide is set to face paper
and body paper of the machine respectively, is driven by programmed
servo electric motor, so tempo is steady, paper feed smoothly and
accurately. Couple high strengh grip paper compound roller to locate,
paste, first press the face and the body paper, then the two papers will be
pressed four times by strong pressing in roller to delivery stacker, at last
the products will be piled in three sided even way, and height of piled paper
can reach 1700mm.

 This machine adopts Siemens PLC programmable controller, lots of
photoelectric switch to monitor, hydraulic pressure system and pneumatic
power system.

 The finished product is not only precise in laminating, but also very firm
and even.

 The finished product will directly enter into next process such as die cutting
without glue drying.



SHANGHAI UPG INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD
4. Technical Data
Model YHZB-1000
Max. Laminating Size 930×650mm
Min. Laminating Size 400×450mm
Work Speed 1000-2700Pcs/h
Paper Thickness 250-600g/m2

Laminator precision ±0.5
Total Power 15.5KW
Weight 8.5T
Overall Dimension 6700×1850×2300mm

5. Installation and Training

The price includes the fee of installation, Training and interpreter, However,
the relative cost such as international return air tickets between China and

Buyer’s country, local transportation, accommodation (3 star hotel), and

the pocket money USD80/day per person for engineers and interpreter will
be born by buyer. Or, the customer can find capable interpreter in local.


